Abstract
Introduction i
Most practical rang;e imaging systems at the present tiime employ triangulation-liased structured light methods [ I] . +he most ]popular form of rhese structured me1 hods uses the drojection of a single narrow light stripe on ii scene that consequently scans the entire area, because this method has ithe greatest potential for xcurate, high-rang'e resolution an I IS highly reliable. However, projecting a large number of li~ght stripes in a denser construction is a fairly slow process [l,] .
Thle range sensing process can be speeded up if multiple light stripes (rather than one single stripe) are employede3)-[SI. These multiplexed structured light approaches reqiiiire stripe: identification. The multiplexed slructured light lapproaches currently in use typically identify the light patlern by certain markings. Since the markings occupy some space scene, when using these approaches it is generally diffiplt to completely eliminate ambiguity in the identificatioli of the light pattern. In addition, using this approach inevit/,bly produces some errors in detecting of the light project' f ' that must remain con iected in the image of the illurnin, ! t d angle, and thus there ;irises a position error corresponding iron to T e each light stripe. Therefore, the typical multiplexed structured light stripe system has lower reliability and less range accuracy than does a single light stripe system. Recently, several practical multiplexed structured light stripe approaches have been suggested in order to alleviate these probllems, including time multiplexing approaches using gray codes [6] and an adaptive color structured light approach [7] . However, these approaches require the acquisition of seveml image in order to ensure high reliability and good accuracy, and therefore they have suffered from one inherent drawback, namely, speed. If a practical multilplexed structured light system using only a single light pattern can be realized, the above drawback can be overcome easily.
In this paper, we describe a highly reliable, fast, accurate range imaging system based on a novel multiplexed structured light approach that uses only a single light pattern. The proposed approach is constructed using a specially devised optical system which divides the measuring space into the same number of areas as that of the projected light stripes.
Unlike the conventional encoding approaches, our aplproach encodes the measuring space not indirectly by the light pattern but di,rectly by the optical system, and thus the system meets the needs for high-speed measurements, high reliability and high range accuracy.
Multiplexed structured light approach

Previicous approaches
Systems using classical multiplexed structured light approaches project a light pattern to encode measuring space as shown ;in Fig. I . The light pattern might, for example, include multiple stripes of the same color, color-coded stripes, a grid, and a circle[ 11. Any of these light patterns is associated with a given set of projecting points, and the depth can be calculated by triangulation. However, simultaneous projection of the light pattern to an entire scene can result in ambiguities, which in turn can cause significant errors in the correspondence between a light pattern and the assiociated projecting points. The typical approaches aimed at solving this problem are the time multiplexing approach using gray codes and the adaptive color structured light approach. The time multiplexing approach, which encodes the multiple stripes by assigning gray codes to the light pattern and sequentially projects several different gray-coded patterns, has been a robust and widely applied structured light system. This method can acquire the equivalent information to that obtained with 2" by n project patterns. Although it determines the range image by detecting the edge of these patterns, the ambiguity in the extraction of the code corresponding to the boundary of the projected pattern is limited to plus-or-minus 1 LSB (least significant bit). An alternative approach is the adaptive color structured light approach, which automatically adapts the number and form of the projection patterns suitable for the characteristics of the scene. Typical color-coded light approaches are practical only in a measuring environment that reflects all wavelengths of light. However, this approach also uses several images, which are acquired by different illumination conditions, and thus it reduces the constraint of the measuring environment.
Both of these approaches require several projections of the light stripe patterns, which results in increased sampling time. 2, we adjust the arrangement of the components of the optical system in such a manner that the reflected light from the object in the i-th encoded region reaches only the i-th image sensor via only the i-th lens. As a result, the proposed method can encode the measuring space without any ambiguity. The conventional encoding approach indirectly encodes a measuring space by embedding identifying information in the light pattern. In contrast, our encoding approach directly encodes the measuring space using the special optical system rather than a light pattern. This has two advantages: (1) highly reliable characteristics in a single light projection method, and (2) fast performance in a multiplexed light stripes projection approach. 
Proposed approach
Theoretical analysis of the proposed approavli
Taking Fig. 3 as an example, the proposed approach nedds to meet the following two optical requirements: (1) In the/ ith region, all point soiirces of light that exist in the shad~ed portion must reach the only image sensor in that region. 62)
In the (i-1)-th and (i+l)-th regions adjacent to the i-th iregion, none of the point sources of light must reach the ima~ge sensor of the i-th region. We confirmed the technical feasibility of the proposed approach by ray tracing with an analybis of geometrical optics[ '3] . Like most ordinary range imaging methods, the range resolution of our approach mainly depends on the measurement resolution of the image sensor used for the system. On the other hand, with this approach spatial resolution is limited to the interval between adjacent stripes, and in such a case, the depth of field is given by Man 3: where y i s the projection angle. Therefore, the depth of field decreases when spacial resolution is high. Unlike the case with ordinary multiplexed structured light approaches, the proposed approach does not need the decoding time of the structured light. As a result, the speed of image data acquisition depends only on the dwell time of the image sensor used.
The system implementation
Optical system implementation
We have designed and built a prototype range imaging system that gives a concrete form to our idea on space encoding. Fig. 7 illustrates the geometry of the system and the parameters employed. The system consists of a light source device, a lens system, a image sensor, a signal processing circuit, and a computer for measurement.
The light source device uses semiconductor laser diodes or a slide projector. For simplicity, we encoded the measuring space by dividing it into six regions, and we simultaneously projected six light stripes onto the scene. There were two lens systems, labeled lens system 1 and lens system 2. Lens system 1 has one cylindrical lens, which is set in a Light sources Object Fig.7 Prototype range imaging system horizontal direction, and it is used to determine a fieid of view in the vertical direction. Its focal length is 40 mm, its width is 60 mm, and its length is 90 mm. Lens system 2 consists of 6 cylindrical lenses set in a vertical direction; it is used to divide the measuring range. An image sensor and the two lens systems are aligned on the z-axis. The distance between the image sensor and object ranges from 190 mm to 210 mm. The projection angle is 45 degrees relative to the x-axis.
Image sensor implementation
We devised a new high-speed image sensor in order to make good use of the efficiency of the approach. Since our approach simultaneously projects multiple light stripes onto the scene, the image sensor must receive the light stripes simultaneously. Although range imaging systems normally used position-sensitive detector (PSD) [9] and chargecoupled device (CCD) , these sensors are unable to simultaneously meet the requirements of our approach. The PSD can detect the position of a point at high speed, but it cannot in principle receive plural light stripes. In contrast, the CCD has the ability to detect plural points simultaneously; however, it is much slower than the PSD due to the scanning time needed.
The proposed image sensor is one of a linear array type and consists of scores of sensor array units that in turn comprise a small number of photovoltaic sensors, as shown in The image sensor detects the actual peak position using only an analog circuit. Fig. 9 illustrates the circuitry for detection of the peak position. Essential components in this circuitry include a current-voltage converting unit, an adding unit, an integrating unit, and a dividing unit. When the . . . . . . . . light stripes are input to the sensor array, the circuitry CI verts the current that is output from the photovoltaic to v( age. The adding unit and integrating unit output F and respectively. F and P are expressed by the following eq tions:
F=JALL.
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where x, is the position in the x-coordinate direction of the ith photovoltaic sensor from the left, and fi is the outpull of the i-th photovoltaic sensor. Therefore, the actual position x of the light stripe is expressed by equation (3) as follows,:
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The circuitry actuahes the numerical integrating process by adjusting the gain of each operational ,Implifier. Also, the dividiing unit outputs an actual peak position (x) of the Iilght stripe.
Wle measured the response time by inputting a high-frequency pulse in the image sensor and by checking wheaher or not the output of the sensor follows the input pulse. 'The sensor has a response of about 5 microseconds (this corresponds to a sampling iiequency of 200 kHL), which is equnvalent to the response time of a PSD 1441 This experiment divides the measuring space into five regions and projects only one light stripe for each region. In this experiment, the light stripes are projected on each region in sequence to verify light stripe identification. As a result, since all light stripes are projected onto the corresponding region, it is shown that the proposed method can unerringly encode the multiple light stripes. Fig. 11 shows the measurement result for a object .In the case of this experiment, we divided the measuring space into six regions and moved the lens system and image sensor in such a manner as to be able to measure the entire object. The maximum ,absolute measuring error is within 0.8 mrn. The sampling time per one point is 5 microseconds. In this experiment, one attempt results in 72 measuring points, and it takes a total of about 0.5 ms to complete the experiment. Fig. 12 shows the measurement result for other objecr. System performance is summarized in Table 1 .
Experiment and discussion
Experimental verification of the encoding approach1
Shape measurement results
Major Practical Applications of the Proposed Approach
The uniqueness of our approach is that it meets the needs for high speed, reliability, and accuracy. This is accomplished by the following new aspects of the proposed approach. Our method belongs to a type of multiplexed striped light system in the encoding process that has high-speed characteristics. However, the decoding process belongs to a type of single stripe light system, which features high reliability of identification of light and high range accuracy.
The especially effective applications of the proposed approach are ( I ) the high-speed measurement of an object with small depth and (2) fast three-dimensional shape recognition. In order to further improve our system, we need to overcome several problems. One is that since the spatial resolution of the approach is limited by the width of the lens that encodes the measuring space, the resolution of the present system is low. Therefore, in order to improve spatial resolution, the present system needs to incorporate a light stripe scanning mechanism using a higher speed.
Conclusions
We presented a range imaging system with a multiplexed structured light approach that is highly reliable while using only one light stripe pattern. This approach allows us to encode object space directly by using field stops, multiple lenses, and shield masks. Analysis of the general optics of the proposed approach by ray tracing showed that the approach can unerringly encode object space using only one light stripe pattern. The theoretical considerations and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is effective for a highly reliable, fast, accurate range imaging system.
